Synopsis

A broad-ranging, insightful analysis of the complex practical and ethical issues involved in global health. Few topics in human rights have inspired as much debate as the right to health. Proponents would enshrine it as a fundamental right on a par with freedom of speech and freedom from torture. Detractors suggest that the movement constitutes an impractical over-reach. Jonathan Wolff cuts through the ideological stalemate to explore both views. In an accessible, persuasive voice, he explores the philosophical underpinnings of the idea of a human right, assesses whether health meets those criteria, and identifies the political and cultural realities we face in attempts to improve the health of citizens in wildly different regions. Wolff ultimately finds that there is a path forward for proponents of the right to health, but to succeed they must embrace certain intellectual and practical changes. The Human Right to Health is a powerful and important contribution to the discourse on global health.
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The Human Right to Health is now an established part of International Law 
Highly-Active-Anti-Retroviral-Therapy to those who may well be somewhat disadvantaged in our
Emerging/Developing Nations suffering from HIV/AIDS. All incoming First Year Medical
Students and all of our First Year Law Students should be given a copy of this outstanding text to
discuss with their Mentors. Our University candidates for their Masters and Doctorates in
Global Public Health whose Masters and Doctoral Dissertations are focused on Global Public Health
should be required to read and required to discuss this outstanding text with their Mentors.
A copy should be available in all of our University Libraries and in all of our City and County Public
Libraries.

Amazing book!!!
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